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ecolMod-package A practical guide to ecological modelling -using R as a simulation platform
Description
Figures, data sets and examples from the book "A practical guide to ecological modelling -using R as a simulation platform" by Karline Soetaert and Peter MJ Herman (2009) . Springer, 372 pp.
http://www.springer.com/life+sciences/ecology/book/978-1-4 2 -8623-6
All figures from chapter x can be generated by demo(chapx), where x = 1 to 11.
The R-scripts of the model examples discussed in the book are in subdirectory "examples", ordered per chapter.
Solutions to model projects are in the same subdirectories. ## run demos demo("chap1") # chapter 1. Introduction demo("chap2") # chapter 2. Model formulation demo("chap3") # chapter 3. Spatial components and transport demo("chap4") # chapter 4. Parameterisation demo("chap5") # chapter 5. Model solution -analytical methods demo("chap6") # chapter 6. Model solution -numerical methods demo("chap7") # chapter 7. Stability and steady-state demo("chap8") # chapter 8. Multiple time scales and equilibrium processes demo("chap9") # chapter 9. Discrete time models demo("chap1 ") # chapter 1 . Dynamic programming demo("chap11") # chapter 11. Testing and validating the model ## open the directory with source code of demos browseURL(paste(system.file(package="ecolMod"), "/demo", sep=""))
## open the directory with book examples browseURL(paste(system.file(package="ecolMod"), "/doc/examples", sep="")) 
OMEXDIAsteady steady-state application of the OMEXDIA diagenetic model -fortran DLL
A 1-D model of Carbon, nitrogen and oxygen diagenesis in a marine sediment. The model describes six state variables, in 100 layers:
• 2 fractions of organic carbon (FDET,SDET): fast and slow decaying, solid substance
• Oxygen (O2), dissolved substance
• Nitrate (NO3), dissolved substance
• Ammonium (NH3), dissolved substance
• Oxygen demand unit (ODU), dissolved substance, as lump sum of all reduced substances other than ammonium See Soetaert et al., 1996 for further details of the model. This is a simplified version of the OMEXDIA model, added just to create a figure in the book. A more complete version will be published in a separate R-package that will deal with reactive transport modelling in R. The name of this package is not yet decided upon.
Usage
OMEXDIAsteady()
Details
The model application just estimates the steady-state condition of the OMEXDIA model, the parameter values are such that there is almost no overlap between the oxic and anoxic zone of the sediment.
For efficiency reasons, the OMEXDIA diagenetic model was written in Fortran, and this code linked to the package. par(mfrow=c(2, 2)) plot(TOC, Depth, ylim = c(1 , ), xlab = "procent", main = "TOC", type = "l", lwd=2) plot(O2, Depth, ylim = c(1 , ), xlab = "mmol/m3", main = "O2", type = "l", lwd = 2) plot(NO3, Depth, ylim = c(1 , ), xlab = "mmol/m3", main = "NO3", type = "l", lwd = 2) plot(NH3, Depth, ylim = c(1 , ), xlab = "mmol/m3", main = "NH3", type = "l", lwd = 2) mtext(outer=TRUE,side=3,line=-2,cex=1.5,"OMEXDIAmodel") pricefit Pseudo-random search algorithm of Price (1997)
Description
Pseudo-random search algorithm of Price (1997) . Used in the book as an example of a randombased fitting technique, and as an example of how to create a function in R. Examples pricefit # will display the code amp <-6 period <-5 phase <-.5
x <-runif(2 )*13 y <-amp*sin(2*pi*x/period+phase) + rnorm(2 , mean = , sd = . It is used in the book to demonstrate how one can obtain order-of-magnitude estimates of model parameters (i.c. sediment oxygen consumption rate, a measure of deposition flux) by performing log-log regression with water depth. axis (1, at = c( .5, 5, 5 , 5 , 5 ), labels = c(" .5", "5", "5 ", "5 ", "5 ")) axis(2, at = c ( .1, 1, 1 , 1 ) , labels = c(" .1", "1", "1 ", "1 "))
curve(A*x^B, add = TRUE, lwd = 2) AA <-round(A*1 )/1 BB <-round(B*1 )/1 expr <-substitute(y==A*x^B, list(A=AA,B=BB)) text(1, .1, expr, adj = ) expr2 <-substitute(r^2==rr, list(rr=round(rr*1 )/1 )) text (1, . 4, expr2, adj = ) Zoogrowth a zooplankton growth dataset
This literature dataset, compiled by Hansen et al. (1997) contains 84 measurements of maximal growth rates as a function of organism volume and temperature for various species of zooplankton. The maximal growth rates were obtained from laboratory experiments.
It is used in the book to demonstrate how one can obtain order-of-magnitude estimates of model parameters (i.c. maximal growth) via allometric relations, i.e. by performing log-log regression of organism rates versus size. Zoogrowth, 2, 9, 9
Usage
